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One of the problems with static rate shocks or forecasts in bank risk management is that they do not

give managers information about how likely a scenario might be to occur. What is the probability of

rates rising 100bp in the next year, versus rising 200bp? Banks expecting rates to rise 200bp, may be

shocked to learn that there is a very real scenario that says while short-term rates rise, the 2-year

area (where many banks are the most sensitive), may actually decline. As we have said before, it is

important for a bank to have a rate view in order to better manage risk and increase performance.

Probabilistic forecasting takes things one step further and assigns probabilities to A/L rate shocks or

forecasting. This method provides a single, integrated set of risk estimates banks can manage

towards. If you consider a bank's rate view as the "most probable" case, then an important part of

contingency planning is for management to understand the probability of the next most likely case.

This exercise serves to focus management attention on more important scenarios. A bank will always

have loss numbers should rates rise an immediate 300bp, but is that scenario worth planning for?

Should the bank take a lower yield now if a rate scenario has less than 5% odds of occurring? After

banks get back from their strategic planning sessions and start to model new initiatives, run the

scenario through the ALM model with various scenarios to better understand the strategy. Our

primary rate view, which we place a 60% probability of occurring, says that rates are 50bp greater in

the 2Y area one year from today. Additionally, we place a 25% probability of a 100bp drop in the 2Y

rate and a 15% probability on a 150bp increase in that rate. Notice that our statement outlines what

portion of the curve we are talking about (we do the same for Fed Funds and the 10Y area) and puts a

time horizon on the analysis. Each new strategy can be run separately through the model and a

scenario run given each rate view. By multiplying estimated earnings and affect on the economic

value of equity from our ALM model with each of these set scenarios and averaging them together

(essentially arriving at a weighted average), we can now choose the strategy that gives the best

return. Rolling out a new mortgage product, may outperform all other products if rates drop, but

because our primary view is rates up and flat, it would not offer the return of instituting a new cash

management sweep account. As a result, we can table the new mortgage product for a year when we

think rates will fall. The same analysis can be had for a new branch, waiving foreign ATM fees,

becoming an SBA preferred lender or any number of strategic initiatives. Better still, the act of

modeling volume, pricing, revenue and expenses, gives management a better understanding of the

strategy. The downside is that using probabilities of occurrence inserts some subjectivity, but, it is

better to focus management on high probability events, than to treat all the same, or to focus on the

wrong ones. In other words, it is better to be approximate and probably right, than precise and

probably wrong.

BANK NEWS

Acquisition

Community Bancorp ($1B, NV) will acquire Cactus Commerce Bank ($43mm, AZ) in a deal valued at

nearly $13.3mm or 3.12x book.
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Sterling Bancshares, Inc ($3.8B, TX) will acquire BOTH, Inc. ($320mm, TX) for an undisclosed sum.

MBA Index

Mortgage applications fell 1.3%, declining for a second week and marking the lowest level since

November 2003. Purchases were also down 2.4%, while refinancings rose 0.6%, although down 40%

from the same time last year.

Music to bank By

In an attempt to create a more innovative banking experience, Umpqua (OR, $7.1B) will release its

own music CD (ala Starbucks) composed of local, Northwest artists. The CD will sell for $12 in the

bank's 127 branches and will also be available on iTunes. Better yet, in order to drive that all

important checking account growth, the bank will do a promotion around the live performances of the

local artists and give the music away to accounts opening a checking account.

Branch Sale

Sun Bancorp Inc ($3.2B, NJ) announced that it will sell of close five of its 80 branches this year, in an

effort to save an estimated $1mm annually.
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